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JW Snap-Mesh CUBICLE CURTAIN SYSTEM
The JW Draperies Snap Mesh Cubicle Curtain System is standardized to facilitate
ease of care and employee safety. The curtain panel and mesh are manufactured
separately and then joined by snap tape. To accommodate height variations yet
keep the curtains standardized, the height variation is compensated for in the mesh
while the fabric curtain panel height remains the same.
Mesh Standards
Fabric: Anti-Microbial
8’
Ceiling
8’-6” Ceiling
9’
Ceiling
10’ Ceiling

Curtain Height: 64”
20” Mesh
26” Mesh
32” Mesh
38” Mesh

Mesh remains in place on the curtain track and the curtain panel only is removed for
cleaning. This allows curtain removal without the use of a step ladder and the
associated time loss and safety risks.
Standard JW Snap-Mesh Curtains are 12’ or 18’ wide and cover most hospital
applications, however curtains are available in any width specified.
Specifying 12’ or 18’ width curtains is recommended, these sizes will accommodate
the majority of hospital curtain tracks and only one panel per track is necessary.
Getting the right size curtain in place can be a challenge, the curtain panels are
labeled but also, because the curtains are standardized, the width difference is
evident by feeling the weight and thickness of the folded curtain.
JW Snap-Mesh Curtains come in a standard mesh with integrally woven grommets
or are available in a Fabric Border mesh. Both have the Double “Tight Snap” Lead at
each end of the curtain, utilizing a tighter lead snap to avoid curtain to mesh
disengagement as the curtain is drawn open and closed.
Standardized Snap Count: 6’ -18, 9’ -26, 12’ – 35, 15’ -43, 18’ -51, 21’ -60

Infection Control Considerations
Curtains should always be removed for cleaning when soiling is evident, however
curtain fabric is available with an Anti-Microbial treatment which may reduce the
cleaning frequency requirements (verify with your Infection Control Department).
In discussions with Infection Control Managers, and in conjunction with the CDC’s
position on transmission of disease via fabric, it has been determined that the mesh
portion of the JW Snap-Mesh Curtain may remain in place because it is above the
“touch zone” of the curtain. It is recommended that the Curtain and Mesh panel be
removed and cleaned, as a unit, twice annually to maintain a healthy environment
(see JW Draperies Healthcare Services Cleaning Program literature).

